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Abstract

The recent European General Data Protection Regula-
tion (GDPR) restricts the processing and exploitation of
some categories of personal data (health, political orien-
tation, sexual preferences, religious beliefs, ethnic ori-
gin, etc.) due to the privacy risks that may result from
malicious use of such information. The GDPR refers to
these categories as sensitive personal data. This paper
quantifies the portion of Facebook users in the European
Union (EU) who were labeled with interests linked to
potentially sensitive personal data in the period prior to
when GDPR went into effect. The results of our study
suggest that Facebook labels 73% EU users with poten-
tial sensitive interests. This corresponds to 40% of the
overall EU population. We also estimate that a malicious
third party could unveil the identity of Facebook users
that have been assigned a potentially sensitive interest at
a cost as low ase0.015 per user. Finally, we propose and
implement a web browser extension to inform Facebook
users of the potentially sensitive interests Facebook has
assigned them.

1 Introduction

The citizens of the European Union (EU) have demon-
strated serious concerns regarding the management of
personal information by online services. The 2015 Eu-
robarometer about data protection [21] reveals that: 63%
of EU citizens do not trust online businesses, more than
half do not like providing personal information in re-
turn for free services, and 53% do not like that Inter-
net companies use their personal information in tailored
advertising. The EU reacted to citizens’ concerns with
the approval of the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) [8], which defines a new regulatory framework
for the management of personal information. EU mem-
ber states were given until May 2018 to incorporate it
into their national legislation.

The GDPR (and previous EU national data protection
laws) defines some categories of personal data as sensi-
tive and prohibits processing them with limited excep-
tions (e.g., the user provides explicit consent to process
that data for a specific purpose). These categories of data
are referred to as “Specially Protected Data”, “Special
Categories of Personal Data” or “Sensitive Data”. In
particular, the GDPR defines as sensitive personal data:
“data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opin-
ions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union
membership, and the processing of genetic data, biomet-
ric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natu-
ral person, data concerning health or data concerning a
natural person’s sex life or sexual orientation”.

Due to the legal, ethical and privacy implications of
processing sensitive personal data, it is important to
know whether online services are commercially exploit-
ing such sensitive information. If so, it is also essential
to measure the portion of users/citizens who may be af-
fected by the exploitation of their sensitive personal data.
In this paper, we address these crucial questions focus-
ing on online advertising, which represents the most im-
portant source of revenue for most online services. In
particular, we consider Facebook (FB), whose online ad-
vertising platform is second only to Google in terms of
revenue [2].

Facebook labels users with so-called ad preferences,
which represent potential interests of users. FB assigns
users different ad preferences based on their online activ-
ity within this social network and on third-party websites
tracked by FB. Advertisers running ad campaigns can
target groups of users assigned to a particular ad pref-
erence (e.g., target FB users interested in “Starbucks”).
Some of these ad preferences suggest political opinions,
sexual orientation, personal health, and other potentially
sensitive attributes. In fact, an author of this paper re-
ceived the ad shown in Figure 1 (left side). The author
had not explicitly defined his sexual orientation, but he
discovered that FB had assigned him the “Homosexual-
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Figure 1: Snapshot of an ad received by one of the au-
thors of this paper & ad preference list showing that FB
inferred this person was interested in Homosexuality.

ity” ad preference (see Figure 1 right side). Our data
suggests that similar assignment of potentially sensitive
ad preferences occurs much more broadly. For example,
landing pages associated with ads received by FB users
in our study include: iboesterreich.at (political), gay-
dominante.com (sexuality), elpartoestuyo.com (health).

This illustrates that FB may be actually processing
sensitive personal information, which is now prohibited
under the EU GDPR without explicit consent and also
under some national data protection regulations in Eu-
rope. Recently, the Spanish Data Protection Agency
(DPA) fined FB e1.2M for violating the Spanish data
protection regulation [6]. The Spanish DPA argued that
FB “collects, stores and uses data, including specially
protected data, for advertising purposes without obtain-
ing consent.”

Motivated by these events and the enactment of the
GDPR in the European Union, this paper examines Face-
book’s use of potentially sensitive data through January
2018, only months before the GDPR became enforce-
able. The main goal of this paper is quantifying the por-
tion of EU citizens and FB users that may have been as-
signed ad preferences linked to potentially sensitive per-
sonal data. We leave analysis of Facebook data practices
following the May 25, 2018 GDPR effective date (when
violations could be enforceable) to future work.

To achieve our goal we analyze more than 5.5M ad
preferences (126K unique) assigned to more than 4.5K
FB users who have installed the Data Valuation Tool for
Facebook Users (FDVT) browser extension [12]. The
reason for using ad preferences assigned to FDVT users
is that we can prove the ad preferences considered in our
study have been indeed assigned to real users.

The first contribution of this paper is a methodology
that combines natural language processing techniques
and manual classification conducted by 12 panelists to
obtain those ad preferences in our dataset potentially
linked to sensitive personal data. These ad preferences

may be used to reveal: ethnic or racial origin, political
opinions, religious beliefs, health information or sexual
orientation. For instance, the ad preferences “Homosex-
uality” and “Communism” may reveal the sexual orien-
tation and the political preference of a user, respectively.

Once we have identified the list of potentially sensitive
ad preferences, we use it to query the FB Ads Manager
in order to obtain the number of FB users and citizens
exposed to these ad preferences in the whole EU as well
as in each one of its member states. This quantification
is our second contribution, which accomplishes the main
goal of the paper.

Finally, after illustrating privacy and ethics risks de-
rived from the exploitation of these FB ad preferences,
we present an extension of the FDVT that informs users
of the potentially sensitive ad preferences FB has as-
signed them. This is the last contribution of this paper.

Our research leads to the following main insights:
- We have identified 2092 (1.66%) potentially sensitive
ad preferences out of the 126k present in our dataset.
- FB assigns on average 16 potentially sensitive ad
preferences to FDVT users.
- More than 73% of EU FB users, which corresponds
to 40% of EU citizens, are labeled with at least one of
the Top 500 (i.e., most popular) potentially sensitive
ad preferences from our dataset.
- Women have a significantly higher exposure than
men to potentially sensitive ad preferences. Similarly,
The Early Adulthood group (20-39 years old) has the
highest exposure of any age group.
- We perform a ball-park estimation that suggests
that unveiling the identity of FB users labeled with
potentially sensitive ad preferences may be as cheap
as e0.015 per user.

2 Background

2.1 Facebook Ads Manager

Advertisers configure their ads campaigns through the
Facebook (FB) Ads Manager.1 It allows advertisers to
define the audience (i.e., user profile) they want to tar-
get with their advertising campaigns. It can be accessed
through either a dashboard or an API. The FB Ads Man-
ager offers advertisers a wide range of configuration pa-
rameters such as (but not limited to): location (coun-
try, region, city, zip code, etc.), demographic parameters
(gender, age, language, etc.), behaviors (mobile device,
OS and/or web browser used, traveling frequency, etc.),
and interests (sports, food, cars, beauty, etc.).

The interest parameter is the most relevant for our
work. It includes hundreds of thousands of possibilities

1https://www.facebook.com/ads/manager
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capturing users’ interest of any type. These interests are
organized in a hierarchical structure with several levels.
The first level is formed by 14 categories.2 In addition to
the interests included in this hierarchy, the FB Ads Man-
ager offers a Detailed Targeting search bar where users
can type any free text and it suggests interests linked to
such text. In this paper, we leverage the interest parame-
ter to identify potential sensitive interests.

Advertisers can configure their target audiences based
on any combination of the described parameters. An ex-
ample of an audience could be “Users living in Italy,
ranging between 30 and 40 years old, male and inter-
ested in Fast Food”.

Finally, the FB Ads Manager provides detailed infor-
mation about the configured audience. The most rele-
vant parameter for our paper is the Potential Reach that
reports the number of registered FB users matching the
defined audience.

2.2 Facebook ad preferences

FB assigns to each user a set of ad preferences, i.e., a set
of interests, derived from the data and activity of the user
on FB and external websites, apps and online services
where FB is present. These ad preferences are indeed the
interests offered to advertisers in the FB Ads Manager
to configure their audiences.3 Therefore, if a user is as-
signed “Watches” within her list of ad preferences, she
will be a potential target of any FB advertising campaign
configured to reach users interested in watches.

Any user can access and edit (add or remove) her ad
preferences,4 but we suspect that few users are aware
of this option. When a user positions the mouse over
a specific ad preference item, a pop-up indicates why the
user has been assigned this ad preference. By examining
5.5M ad preferences assigned to FDVT users (see Sub-
section 2.3), we have found 6 reasons for the assignment
of ad preferences: (i) This is a preference you added, (ii)
You have this preference because we think it may be rel-
evant to you based on what you do on Facebook, such as
pages you’ve liked or ads you’ve clicked, (iii) You have
this preference because you clicked on an ad related to...,
(iv) You have this preference because you installed the
app..., (v) You have this preference because you liked a
Page related to..., (vi) You have this preference because
of comments, posts, shares or reactions you made related
to...

2Business and industry, Education, Family and relationships, Fit-
ness and wellness, Food and drink, Hobbies and activities, Lifestyle
and culture, News and entertainment, People, Shopping and fashion,
Sports and outdoors, Technology, Travel places and events, Empty.

3Given that interests and ad preferences refer to the same thing, we
use these two terms interchangeably in the rest of the paper

4Access and edit ad preference list: https://facebook.com/
ads/preferences/edit

2.3 FDVT
The Data Valuation Tool for Facebook Users (FDVT)
[12] is a web browser extension currently available for
Google Chrome5 and Mozilla Firefox.6 It provides FB
users with a real-time estimation of the revenue they are
generating for Facebook according to their profile and
the number of ads they see and click during a Facebook
session. More than 6K users have installed the FDVT
between its public release in October 2016 and Febru-
ary 2018. The FDVT collects (among other data) the ad
preferences FB assigns to the user. We leverage this in-
formation to identify potentially sensitive ad preferences
assigned to users that have installed the FDVT.

3 Legal considerations

3.1 General Data Protection Regulation
The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [8]
entered into force in May 2018 and is the reference data
protection regulation in all 28 EU countries. The GDPR
includes an article that regulates the use of Sensitive Per-
sonal Data. Article 9 is entitled “Processing of special
categories of personal data” and states in its first para-
graph: “Processing of personal data revealing racial or
ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophi-
cal beliefs, or trade union membership, and the process-
ing of genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of
uniquely identifying a natural person, data concerning
health or data concerning a natural person’s sex life or
sexual orientation shall be prohibited”.

After enumerating these particular prohibitions, the
GDPR introduces ten exceptions to them (see Appendix
A) for which the paragraph 1 of the article shall not ap-
ply. To the best of our knowledge none of these exemp-
tions for processing sensitive personal data seem to apply
to the case of FB ad preferences. Therefore, labeling FB
users with ad preferences associated with sensitive per-
sonal data may contravene Article 9 of the GDPR.

3.2 Facebook fined in Spain
In September 2017 the Spanish Data Protection Agency
(AEPD) fined Facebook e1.2M for violating the Span-
ish implementation of the EU data protection Directive
95/46EC [1] preceding the GDPR. In the fine’s resolution
[6] the AEPD claims that FB collects, stores and pro-
cesses sensitive personal data for advertising purposes
without obtaining consent from users. More details about
the AEPD resolution are provided in Appendix B.

5https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/fdvt-
social-network-data/blednbbpnnambjaefhlocghajeohlhmh

6https://addons.mozilla.org/firefox/addon/fdvt
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The AEPD states that the use of sensitive data for ad-
vertising purposes through the assignment of ad prefer-
ences to users by FB violated the Spanish data protection
regulation (and perhaps other EU member states’ regula-
tions which implemented into their national laws the EU
data protection Directive 95/46EC [1], recently replaced
by the GDPR).

3.3 Facebook terms of service

We have carefully reviewed FB’s terms and policies. Al-
though we are not attorneys, we found neither a clear dis-
closure to EU users that FB processes and stores sensi-
tive personal data specifically nor a place where users can
provide consent. To the best of our knowledge, both are
required under GDPR. Furthermore, we have not found
any general prohibition by FB on advertisers seeking to
target ads based on sensitive personal data. More details
about the analysis of FB terms of service are provided in
Appendix C.

4 Dataset

To uncover potentially sensitive ad preferences and quan-
tify the portion of EU FB accounts associated with them,
we seek to collect a dataset of ad preferences linked to
actual EU FB accounts. If we detect ad preferences that
represent potentially sensitive personal data, this dataset
would provide evidence that the preferences are assigned
to real FB accounts. Based on this goal, our dataset is
created from the ad preferences collected from real users
who have installed the FDVT. We note that the number of
ad preferences retrieved from the FDVT represents just a
subset of the overall set of preferences, but we can guar-
antee that they have been assigned to real accounts. Our
dataset includes the ad preferences from 4577 users who
installed the FDVT between October 2016 and October
2017, from which 3166 users come from some EU coun-
try. These 4577 FDVT users have been assigned 5.5M
ad preferences in total of which 126192 are unique.

Our dataset includes the following information for
each ad preference:

-ID of the ad preference: This is the key we use to
identify an ad preference independently of the language
used by a FB user. For instance, the ad preference {Milk,
Leche, Lait} that refers to the same thing in English,
Spanish and French, is assigned a single FB ID. There-
fore, we can uniquely identify each ad preference across
all EU countries and languages.

-Name of the ad preference: This is the primary de-
scriptor of the ad preference. FB returns a unified ver-
sion of the name for each ad preference ID, usually in
English. Hence, we have the English name of the ad

preferences irrespective of the original language at col-
lection. We note that in some cases translating the ad
preference name does not make sense (e.g., the case of
persons’ names: celebrities, politicians, etc.).

-Disambiguation Category: For some ad preferences
Facebook adds this in a separate field or in parenthesis
to clarify the meaning of a particular ad preference (e.g.,
Violet (color); Violet: Clothing (Brand)) We have iden-
tified more than 700 different disambiguation category
topics (e.g., Political Ideology, Disease, Book, Website,
Sport Team, etc.). Among the 126K ad preferences ana-
lyzed, 87% include this field.

-Topic Category: In many cases, some of the 14 first
level interests introduced in Section 2.1 are assigned to
contextualize ad preferences. For instance, Manchester
United F.C. is linked to Sports and Outdoors.

-Audience Size: This value reports the number of
Facebook users that have been assigned the ad prefer-
ence worldwide.

-Reason why the ad preference is added to the user:
The reason why the ad preference has been assigned to
the user according to FB. There are six possible reasons
introduced in Subsection 2.2.

Figure 2 shows the CDF of the number of ad prefer-
ences per user. Each FDVT user is assigned a median of
474 preferences. Moreover, Figure 3 shows the CDF of
the portion of FDVT users (x-axis) that were assigned a
given ad preference (y-axis). We observe a very skewed
distribution that indicates that most ad preferences are
actually assigned to a small fraction of users. For in-
stance, each ad preference is assigned to a median of only
3 (0.06%) FDVT users. However, it is important to note
that many ad preferences still reach a reasonable portion
of users. Our dataset includes 1000 ad preferences that
reach at least 11% of FDVT users.

5 Methodology

We seek to quantify the number of EU FB users that have
been assigned potentially sensitive ad preferences. To
this end, we use the 126K unique ad preferences assigned
to FDVT users and follow a two-step process. In the first
step, we combine Natural Language Processing (NLP)
techniques with manual classification to obtain a list of
likely sensitive ad preferences from the 126K considered.
In the second step, we leverage the FB Ads Manager API
to quantify how many FB users in each EU country have
been assigned at least one of the ad preferences labeled
as potentially sensitive.
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Figure 2: CDF of the number of ad
preferences per FDVT user.
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Figure 3: CDF of the portion of
FDVT users (x-axis) per ad prefer-
ence (y-axis).
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Figure 4: CDF of the semantic sim-
ilarity score assigned to the 126K ad
preferences from the FDVT dataset.

5.1 Identification of potentially sensitive ad
preferences

We rely on a group of researchers with some knowl-
edge in the area of privacy to manually identify poten-
tially sensitive ad preferences within our pool of 126K ad
preferences retrieved from FDVT users. However, man-
ually classifying 126K ad preferences would be unfea-
sible.7 To make this manual classification task scalable,
we leverage NLP techniques to pre-filter the list of ad
preferences more likely to be sensitive. This pre-filtering
phase will deliver a subset of likely sensitive ad pref-
erences that can be manually classified in a reasonable
amount of time.

5.1.1 Pre-filtering

Sensitive categories: To identify likely sensitive ad
preferences in an automated manner, we select five of
the relevant categories listed as Sensitive Personal Data
by the GDPR: (i) data revealing racial or ethnic origin,
(ii) data revealing political opinions, (iii) data revealing
religious or philosophical beliefs, (iv) data concerning
health, and (v) data concerning sex life and sexual ori-
entation. We selected these categories because a prelim-
inary manual inspection indicated that there are ad pref-
erences in our dataset that can likely reveal information
related to them. For instance, the ad preferences “Social-
ism”,“Islam”,“Reproductive Health”,“Homosexuality”
or “Black Feminism” may suggest political opinion, reli-
gious belief, health issue, sexual orientation or ethnic or
racial origin of the users that have been assigned them,
respectively. Note that all these examples of ad prefer-
ences have been extracted from our dataset; thus they
have been assigned to actual FB users.

Our automated process will classify an ad preference
as likely sensitive if we can semantically map that ad
preference name into one of the five sensitive categories
analyzed in this paper. To this end, we have defined a
dictionary including both keywords and short sentences

7If we consider 10s as the average time required to classify an ad
preference as sensitive vs. non-sensitive, this task would require 44 full
eight-hour days.

representative of each of the five considered sensitive
categories. We used two data sources to create the dic-
tionary: First, a list of controversial issues available in
Wikipedia.8 In particular, we selected the following cat-
egories from this list: politics and economics, religion,
and sexuality. Second, we obtained a list of words with
a very similar semantic meaning to the five sensitive per-
sonal data categories. To this end, we used the Datamuse
API,9 a word-finding query engine that allows develop-
ers to find words that match a set of constraints. Among
other features, Datamuse allows “finding words with a
similar meaning to X” using a simple query.

The final dictionary includes 264 keywords.10 We
leverage the keywords in this dictionary to find ad pref-
erences that present high semantic similarity to at least
one of these keywords. In these cases, we tag them as
likely sensitive ad preferences. It is worth noting that
this approach makes our methodology flexible, since the
dictionary can be extended to include new keywords for
the considered categories or other categories, which may
uncover additional potentially sensitive ad preferences.

We next describe the semantic similarity computation
in detail.

Semantic similarity computation: The semantic sim-
ilarity computation process takes two inputs: the 126K
ad preferences from our FDVT dataset and the 264 key-
word dictionary associated with the considered sensitive
categories. We compute the semantic similarity of each
ad preference with all of the 264 keywords from the dic-
tionary. For each ad preference, we record the highest
similarity value out of the 264 comparison operations.
As result of this process, each one of the 126K ad pref-
erences is assigned a similarity score, which indicates its
likelihood to be a sensitive ad preference.

To implement the semantic similarity comparison
task, we leverage the Spacy package for python11 (see

8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:List_of_
controversial_issues

9https://www.datamuse.com/api/
10https://fdvt.org/usenix2018/keywords.html
11https://spacy.io
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details about Spacy in Appendix D). We chose Spacy
because it has been previously used in the literature
for text processing purposes offering good performance
[15][22]. Moreover, Spacy offers good scalability. It
computes the 33314688 (126192 x 264) semantic sim-
ilarity computations in 7 min using a server with twelve
2.6GHZ cores and 96GB of RAM. To conduct our analy-
sis we leverage the similarity feature of Spacy. This fea-
ture allows comparing words, text spans or documents,
and computes the semantic similarity among them. The
output is a semantic similarity value ranging between 0
and 1. The closer to 1 the higher the semantic similarity
is.

This process revealed very low similarity values for
some cases in which the analyzed ad preference closely
matched the definition of some of the sensitive personal
data categories. Some of these cases are: physical per-
sons such as politicians (which may reveal the political
opinion of the user); political parties with names that do
not include any standard political term; health diseases
or places of religious cults that may have names with
low semantic similarity with health and religious related
keywords in our dictionary, respectively. Three exam-
ples illustrating the referred cases are: <name: “An-
gela Merkel”, disambiguation: Politician>; <name: “I
Love Italy”, disambiguation: Political Party>; <name:
“Kegel” exercise, disambiguation: Medical procedure>.
In most of these cases the disambiguation category is
more useful than the ad preference name when perform-
ing the semantic similarity analysis. For instance, in the
case of politicians’ names, political parties and health
diseases the disambiguation category field includes the
term “politician”, “Political Party” and “disease”, re-
spectively. This field is also very useful for determining
the definition of ad preference names that have multiple
meanings.

Overall, we found that for classifying ad preferences,
the disambiguation category, when it is available, is a
better proxy than the ad preference name. Therefore,
if the ad preference under analysis has a disambigua-
tion category field, we used the disambiguation category
string instead of the ad preference name to obtain the se-
mantic similarity score of the ad preference.

Selection of likely sensitive ad preferences: The se-
mantic similarity computation process assigns a similar-
ity score to each one of the 126K ad preferences in our
dataset. This similarity score represents the anticipated
likelihood for an ad preference to be sensitive.

In this step of the process, we have to select a
relatively high similarity score threshold that allows us
to create a subset of likely sensitive ad preferences that
can be manually labeled with reasonable manual effort.

Figure 4 shows the CDF for the semantic similarity
score of the 126K ad preferences. The curve is flat near
0 and 1, with a steep rise between similarity values 0.25
and 0.6. This steep rise implies that setting our threshold
to values below 0.6 would result in a rapid growth of the
number of ad preferences to be manually tagged. There-
fore, we set the semantic similarity threshold to 0.6 be-
cause it corresponds to a relatively high similarity score.
The resulting automatically filtered subset includes 4452
ad preferences (3.5% of the 126K), which is a reasonable
number to be manually tagged.

Note that the CDF has two jumps at similarity scores
equal to 0.5 and 0.58. The first one is linked to the disam-
biguation category “Local Business” while the second
one refers to the disambiguation category “Public Fig-
ure”. Overall, we do not expect to find a significant num-
ber of potentially sensitive ad preferences within these
disambiguation categories. Hence, this observation rein-
forces our semantic similarity threshold selection of 0.6.

5.1.2 Manual classification of potentially sensitive
ad preferences

We recruited twelve panelists. All of them are re-
searchers (faculty and Ph.D. students) with some knowl-
edge in the area of privacy. Each panelist manually clas-
sified a random sample (between 1000 and 4452 ele-
ments) from the 4452 ad preferences included in the au-
tomatically filtered subset described above. We asked
them to classify each ad preference into one of the five
considered sensitive categories (Politics, Health, Ethnic-
ity, Religion, Sexuality), in the category “Other” (if it
does not correspond to any of the sensitive categories),
or in the category “Not known” (if the panelist does not
know the meaning of the ad preference). To carry out the
manual labeling, the researchers were given all the con-
textual information Facebook offers per ad preference:
name, disambiguation category (if available) and topic
(if available).12

Each ad preference was manually classified by five
panelists. We use majority voting [20] to classify each
ad preference either as sensitive or non-sensitive. That
is, we label an ad preference as sensitive if at least three
voters (i.e., the majority) classify it in one of the five sen-
sitive categories and as non-sensitive otherwise.

Table 1 shows the number of ad preferences that re-
ceived 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 votes classifying them into a

12The provided instructions to panelists were: “Assign only one cat-
egory per ad preference. If you think that more than one category ap-
plies to an ad preference use only the one you think is most relevant. If
none of the categories match the ad preference, classify it as ‘Other’. In
case you do not know the meaning of an ad preference please read the
disambiguation category and topic that may help you. If after reading
them you still are unable to classify the ad preference, use ‘Not known’
to classify it.”
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votes 0 1 2 3 4 5
#preferences 1054 767 539 422 449 1221

Table 1: Number of ad preferences that received 0, 1, 2,
3, 4 or 5 votes classifying them into one sensitive data
categories.

sensitive category. 2092 out of the 4452 ad preferences
are labeled as sensitive, i.e., have been classified into a
sensitive category by at least 3 voters. This represents
1.66% of the 126K ad preferences from our dataset.

An ad preference classified as sensitive may have been
assigned to different sensitive categories (e.g., politics
and religion) by different voters. We have evaluated
the voters’ agreement across the sensitive categories as-
signed to ad preferences labeled as sensitive using the
Fleiss’ Kappa test [10][11]. The Fleiss’ Kappa coef-
ficient obtained is 0.94. This indicates an almost per-
fect agreement among the panelists’ votes that link an ad
preference to a sensitive category [16]. Hence, we con-
clude that (almost) every ad preference classified as sen-
sitive corresponds to a unique sensitive category among
the 5 considered.

The 2092 ad preferences manually labeled as sensitive
are distributed as follows across the five sensitive cate-
gories: 58.3% are related to politics, 20.8% to religion,
18.2% to health, 1.5% to sexuality, 1.1% to ethnicity and
just 0.2% present discrepancy among votes. The com-
plete list of the ad preferences classified as sensitive can
be accessed via the FDVT site.13 We refer to this subset
of 2092 ad preferences as the suspected sensitive subset.

5.2 Retrieving the number of FB users as-
signed potentially sensitive ad prefer-
ences from the FB Ads Manager

We leverage the FB Ads Manager API to retrieve the
number of FB users in each EU country that have been
assigned each of the 2092 potentially sensitive ad prefer-
ences from the suspected sensitive subset. We collected
this information in January 2018. Following that, we
sorted these ad preferences from the most to the least
popular in each country. This allows us to compute the
number of FB users assigned at least one of the Top N
potentially sensitive ad preferences (with N ranging be-
tween 1 and 2092). To obtain this information we use
the OR operation available in the FB Ads Manager API
to create audiences. This feature allows us to retrieve
how many users in a given country are interested in ad
preference 1 OR ad preference 2 OR ad preference 3...
OR ad preference N. An example of this for N = 3 could

13https://fdvt.org/usenix2018/panelists.html

be “how many people in France are interested in Com-
munism OR Islam OR Veganism”.

Although the number of users is a relevant metric, it
does not offer a fair comparative result to assess the im-
portance of the problem across countries because we can
find EU countries with tens of millions of users (e.g.,
France, Germany, Italy, etc) and some others with less
than a million (e.g., Malta, Luxembourg, etc). Hence,
we use the portion of users in each country that have been
assigned potentially sensitive ad preferences as the met-
ric to analyze the results. Beyond FB users we are also
interested in quantifying the portion of citizens assigned
sensitive ad preferences in each EU country. We have
defined two metrics used in the rest of the paper:

-FFB(C,N): This is the percentage of FB users in
country C that have been assigned at least one of the top
N potentially sensitive ad preferences from the suspected
sensitive subset. We note C may also refer to all 28 EU
countries together when we want to analyze the results
for the whole EU. It is computed as the ratio between
the number of FB users that have been assigned at least
one of the top N potentially sensitive ad preferences and
the total number of FB users in country C, which can be
retrieved from the FB Ads Manager.

-FC(C,N): This is the percentage of citizens in country
C (or all EU countries together) that have been assigned
at least one of the top N potentially sensitive ad prefer-
ences. It is computed as the ratio between the number of
citizens that have been assigned at least one of the top N
potentially sensitive ad preferences and the total popula-
tion of country C. We use World Bank data to obtain EU
countries’ populations.14

The criterion to select the top N ad preferences out
of the 2092 potentially sensitive ad preferences identi-
fied is popularity. This means that we select the N ad
preferences assigned to the most users according to the
FB Ads Manager API. Note that FFB(C,N) and FC(C,N)
will likely report a lower bound concerning the total per-
centage of FB users and citizens in country C tagged
with potentially sensitive ad preferences for two reasons.
First, these metrics can use at most N = 2092 potentially
sensitive ad preferences, which (assuming that our vot-
ers are accurate) is very likely a subset of all sensitive ad
preferences available on FB. Second, the FB Ads Man-
ager API only allows creating audiences with at most N
= 1000 interests (i.e., ad preferences). Beyond N = 1000
interests the API provides a fixed number of FB users
independently of the defined audience. This fixed num-
ber is 2.1B which to the best of our knowledge refers the
total number of FB users included in the Ads Manager.
Therefore, in practice, the maximum value of N we can
use in FFB and FC is 1000.

14https://data.worldbank.org
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reason of assignment all ad preferences potentially sensitive ones
due to a like 71.64% 81.36%

due to an ad click 21.51% 15.85%
FB suggests it could be relevant 4.83% 2.45%

due to an app installation 1.78% 0.04%
due to comments or reaction buttons 0.18% 0.26%

added by user 0.04% 0.03%
unclear or not gathered by FDVT 0.01% 0.01%

Table 2: Frequency of the six reasons why ad preferences
are assigned to FDVT EU users according to Facebook
explanations.

6 Quantifying the exposure of EU users to
potentially sensitive ad preferences

In this section, we first analyze the exposure of the FDVT
users to the 2092 potentially sensitive ad preferences in-
cluded in the suspected sensitive subset. Afterwards,
we use the FFB and FC metrics to analyze the expo-
sure of EU FB users and citizens to those ad preferences.
Finally, we perform a demographic analysis to under-
stand whether users from certain gender or age groups
are more exposed to sensitive ad preferences.

6.1 FDVT users

4121 (90%) FDVT users are tagged with at least one sen-
sitive ad preference. Overall, the 2092 unique sensitive
ad preferences have been assigned more than 146K times
to the FDVT users. If we focus only on EU users, which
are the focus of this paper, 2848 (90%) have been tagged
with potentially sensitive ad preferences. Overall, they
have been assigned more than 100K sensitive interests
(1528 unique). The median (avg) number of potentially
sensitive ad preferences assigned to FDVT users is 10
(16). The 25th and 75th percentiles are 5 and 21, respec-
tively.

Our FDVT dataset includes the reason why, according
to FB, each ad preference has been assigned to a user.
Table 2 shows the frequency of each reason for both all
ad preferences and only the potentially sensitive ones.
The results indicate that most of the sensitive ad prefer-
ences are derived from users likes (81%) or clicks on ads
(16%). There are very few cases (0.03%) in which users
proactively include potentially sensitive ad preferences
in their list of ad preferences using the configuration set-
ting offered by FB. As a reminder, according to the EU
GDPR, FB should obtain explicit permission to process
and exploit sensitive personal data. Users likes and clicks
on ads do not seem to meet this requirement.

6.2 EU FB users and citizens

Figure 5 shows the FFB (C,N) for values of N ranging
between 1 and 1000. The figure reports the max, min

and avg values across the 28 EU countries.15 We ob-
serve that even if we consider a low number of sensitive
ad preferences, the fraction of affected users is very sig-
nificant. For instance, on average 60% of FB users from
EU countries are tagged with some of the top 10 (i.e.,
most popular) potentially sensitive ad preferences.

Moreover, we observe that FFB is stable for values of
N ranging between 500 and 1000. We note that we have
obtained the same stable result for each individual EU
country. This indicates that any user tagged with poten-
tially sensitive ad preferences outside the top 50016 has
likely been already tagged with at least one potentially
sensitive ad preference within the top 500. We conjec-
ture that this asymptotic behavior may indicate that the
lower bound represented by FFB(C, N=500) is close to
the actual fraction of FB users tagged with sensitive ad
preferences.

Table 3 shows FFB(C,N=500) and FC(C,N=500) for
every EU country. The last row in the table shows aver-
age results for the 28 EU countries together (EU28).

We observe that 73% of EU FB users, which cor-
responds to 40% of EU citizens, are tagged with
some of the top 500 potentially sensitive ad prefer-
ences in our dataset. If we focus on individual coun-
tries, FC(C,N=500) reveals that in 7 of them more than
half of their citizens are tagged with at least one of
the top 500 potentially sensitive ad preferences: Malta
(66.37%), Cyprus (64.95% ), Sweden (54.53%), Den-
mark (54.09%), Ireland (52.38%), Portugal (51.33%)
and Great Britain (50.28%). In contrast, the 5 coun-
tries least impacted are: Germany (30.24%), Poland
(31.62%), Latvia (33.67%), Slovakia (35%) and Czech
Republic (35.98%). Moreover, FFB(C,N=500) ranges
between 65% for France and 81% for Portugal. This
means that approximately 2/3 or more of FB users in any
EU country are tagged with some of the top 500 poten-
tially sensitive ad preferences.

These results suggest that a very significant part of the
EU population can be targeted by advertising campaigns
based on potentially sensitive personal data.

6.3 Expert-verified sensitive ad prefer-
ences

To confirm that our set of potentially sensitive ad pref-
erences contains ones likely relevant under GDPR, we
examined a subset of 20 ad preferences that all panelists
classified as sensitive. An expert from the Spanish DPA
reviewed and confirmed the sensitivity of each of the 20

15The average across EU countries has been computed by summing
the average of each EU country and dividing it by 28 since the Top N
preference for each country changes from country to country.

16The top 500 list by country can be accessed at https://fdvt.
org/usenix2018/top500.html
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country C FFB(C,500) FC (C,500) country C FFB(C,500) FC (C,500)
Austria AT 75.00 37.73 Ireland IE 80.65 52.38
Belgium BE 70.27 45.82 Italy IT 79.41 44.55
Bulgaria BG 72.97 37.88 Latvia LV 72.53 33.67
Croatia HR 80.00 38.36 Lithuania LT 75.00 41.78
Cyprus CY 79.17 64.95 Luxembourg LU 72.22 44.60
Czech Republic CZ 71.70 35.98 Malta MT 80.56 66.37
Denmark DK 77.50 54.09 Netherlands NL 74.55 48.18
Estonia EE 66.67 36.46 Poland PL 75.00 31.62
Finland FI 70.97 40.04 Portugal PT 81.54 51.33
France FR 65.79 37.37 Romania RO 75.76 38.06
Germany DE 67.57 30.24 Spain ES 74.07 43.06
Great Britain GB 75.00 50.28 Slovakia SK 70.37 35.00
Greece GR 77.19 40.94 Slovenia SI 78.00 37.78
Hungary HU 75.44 43.80 Sweden SE 73.97 54.53

European Union EU 73.25 40.63

Table 3: Percentage of EU FB users (FFB) and citizens
(FC) per EU Country that have been assigned some of the
Top 500 potentially sensitive ad preferences within their
country. The last row reports the aggregated number of
all 28 EU countries together.

ad preferences in that subset according to the GDPR. We
note this subset is not necessarily representative of all
potentially sensitive ad preferences (or preferences that
EU citizens may find objectionable), but it represents an
expert-validated subset we use for further analysis.

Tables 4 and 5 show the percentage of FB users (FFB)
and citizens (FC) tagged with each of the 20 expert-
verified sensitive ad preferences per EU country. Note
that the last row presents the aggregate results for the 20
in each country, and the last column presents the aggre-
gate results for the 28 EU countries together.

We observe that 42.9% of EU FB users, which cor-
responds to 23.5% of EU citizens, are tagged with at
least one of the expert-verified sensitive ad preferences.
Hence, around one-quarter of the EU population has
been tagged in FB with at least one of the expert-verified
sensitive ad preferences. If we analyze the results per
country, we observe that the fraction of the population af-
fected ranges between 15% in Estonia (EE), Latvia (LV)
and Poland (PL) and 38% in Malta (MT). These findings
suggest that FB may have used GDPR-relevant data for
a large percentage of EU citizens in the period prior to
when the GDPR became enforceable.

6.4 Age and gender analysis

We analyze the association of different demographic
groups (based on gender and age) with potentially sen-
sitive ad preferences. The gender analysis considers two
groups, men vs. women, while the age analysis consid-
ers four age groups following the division proposed by
Erikson et al. [7]: 13-19 (Adolescence), 20-39 (Early
Adulthood), 40-64 (Adulthood) and 65+ (Maturity). For
each group, we compute FFB(C = EU28, N = 500)
from the 2092 suspected sensitive ad preferences subset
and FFB(C = EU28, N = 20) using exclusively expert-
verified sensitive ad preferences. Figures 6 and 7 report
the results for age and gender groups, respectively.

The Early Adulthood group is clearly the most ex-
posed age group to suspected (20-expert-verified) sen-
sitive ad preferences. 61% (45%) of users in this group
have been tagged with some of the Top 500-suspected
(20-expert-verified) sensitive ad preferences. Follow-
ing the Early Adulthood group we find the Adolescence,
Adulthood and Maturity groups with 55% (42%), 40%
(32%) and 39% (28%) of its users tagged with some of
the Top 500-potentially (20-expert-verified) sensitive ad
preferences, respectively. Although the difference in the
exposure to sensitive ad preferences is substantial across
groups, all of them present a considerably high expo-
sure. In particular, more than one-quarter of the users
within every group is exposed to expert-verified sensitive
ad preferences.

The gender-based analysis shows that 78% (49%) of
women are exposed to the Top 500-suspected (20-expert-
verified) ad preferences. The exposure is notably smaller
for men, where the fraction of tagged users with some of
the Top 500-suspected (20-expert-verified) sensitive ad
preferences shrinks by 10 (18) percentage points to 68%
(31%). This result suggests the existence of a gender
bias, which despite its obvious interest is out of the scope
of this paper.

7 Commercial exploitation of sensitive ad
preferences with real FB ad campaigns

Our analysis shows that Facebook labeled a significant
portion of EU citizens using potentially sensitive per-
sonal data. In this section, we demonstrate that FB al-
lowed ads to be targeted to users assigned to expert-
verified sensitive ad preferences. Between October 6 and
October 15, 2017 we ran three FB ad campaigns using
expert-verified sensitive ad preferences such as: “reli-
gious beliefs” (targeting users interested in Islam OR Ju-
daism OR Christianity OR Buddhism), “political opin-
ions” (targeting users interested in Communism OR An-
archism OR Radical feminism OR Socialism) and “sex-
ual orientation” (targeting users interested in Transsex-
ualism OR Homosexuality).17 The 3 campaigns focused
on four EU countries: Germany, Spain, France and Italy.

Overall, with a budget of e35 we were able to reach
26458 users tagged with some of the previous sensitive
ad preferences. Our credit card was charged and we re-
ceived the bills and summary reports associated with our
campaigns (see Figure 8). This experiment provides sub-
stantial evidence that FB generated (before May 25) rev-
enue from the commercial exploitation of expert-verified
sensitive personal data according to the GDPR definition
of sensitive data.

17“Anarchism” and “Transsexualism” were not explicitly verified
by the expert but closely mirror verified ad preferences.
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name AT BE BG HR CY CZ DK EE FI FR DE GR HU IE IT LV LT LU MT NL PL PT RO SK SI ES SE GB EU28
COMMUNISM 0.48 0.61 1.35 1.30 1.67 3.21 0.38 0.61 0.52 2.29 0.43 0.81 0.74 0.52 1.15 0.56 0.94 0.64 0.39 0.24 2.19 0.94 1.90 1.74 1.70 0.56 0.30 0.41 0.93
ISLAM 8.18 7.16 4.59 5.50 13.54 4.91 6.75 2.22 4.19 7.89 7.57 4.21 2.28 4.19 4.12 2.75 2.38 5.00 6.67 5.36 2.44 3.69 3.50 3.11 6.50 4.07 6.58 6.82 5.71
QURAN 3.41 3.38 1.08 1.00 4.48 0.45 1.90 0.65 1.16 3.95 3.24 1.18 0.74 1.35 1.71 1.01 0.51 1.83 1.86 2.45 0.45 0.62 0.77 0.56 2.00 0.96 2.74 3.64 2.46
SUICIDE PREVENTION 0.14 0.15 0.20 0.32 0.21 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.16 0.14 0.23 0.12 1.10 0.28 0.13 0.15 0.28 0.27 0.15 0.14 0.22 0.13 0.44 0.26 0.44 0.15 0.27 0.28
SOCIALISM 1.00 0.78 0.57 0.48 1.15 2.45 3.00 0.76 0.48 0.47 0.43 0.91 1.93 1.10 3.53 0.34 0.94 2.78 1.08 0.28 0.50 2.15 0.35 2.33 0.82 1.48 1.37 0.93 1.21
JUDAISM 2.50 1.16 0.86 0.70 2.29 0.72 2.17 1.01 0.61 1.26 1.38 1.30 1.16 1.26 2.29 1.76 1.81 1.19 3.06 1.00 1.19 1.69 1.40 0.93 0.74 1.15 0.64 0.95 1.32
HOMOSEXUALITY 6.14 5.54 2.97 6.50 4.38 5.47 5.00 3.89 5.16 7.37 5.68 5.09 4.21 9.03 7.65 4.62 3.19 5.00 7.50 6.18 3.56 4.46 3.80 4.44 7.60 8.15 4.93 8.64 6.79
ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE 5.00 2.97 8.38 6.00 5.62 4.15 4.00 4.17 4.19 2.89 3.24 7.19 4.21 9.68 6.18 3.96 2.56 5.56 7.50 3.64 2.25 8.00 3.90 2.93 5.00 5.56 3.84 6.14 4.29
CHRISTIANITY 10.68 7.43 6.22 7.50 9.69 3.77 15.00 2.22 4.19 5.53 6.49 6.67 9.30 10.97 12.65 3.19 3.81 7.22 18.89 5.18 6.25 12.46 10.00 4.81 4.60 10.00 4.66 7.50 8.21
ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION 0.17 0.07 0.10 0.02 0.07 0.68 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.26 0.26 0.06 0.08 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.11 0.36 0.14 0.33 0.05 0.09
ONCOLOGY 0.23 0.27 0.62 0.44 3.96 0.57 0.15 0.10 0.08 0.17 0.16 0.49 0.30 1.29 0.94 0.70 1.62 0.19 0.78 0.45 1.25 1.09 0.73 0.59 0.21 0.70 0.08 0.66 0.61
LGBT COMMUNITY 6.36 6.62 5.14 6.50 6.56 6.04 6.50 5.14 6.45 7.11 5.95 5.79 4.39 11.94 8.53 5.27 5.88 6.67 9.44 6.36 5.88 7.85 6.30 4.81 6.00 7.04 6.44 11.14 8.21
GENDER IDENTITY 0.03 0.08 0.01 0.08 0.88 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.03 0.56 0.07 0.23 0.07 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.14 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.55 0.10
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH 0.01 0.07 0.20 0.40 0.02 0.14 0.05 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.71 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.01 0.24 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.13 0.07
BIBLE 17.95 10.81 8.65 10.50 11.46 7.17 12.75 4.31 4.84 7.63 15.41 8.25 10.00 19.03 17.65 5.71 6.25 14.44 20.28 10.91 14.38 12.31 8.70 6.67 7.40 7.04 5.48 15.68 12.14
PREGNANCY 15.68 12.97 9.19 17.00 13.54 16.23 14.50 10.00 11.29 10.79 11.89 13.51 11.23 20.97 12.35 13.19 18.75 12.78 9.72 14.55 15.00 18.46 9.70 18.89 13.00 14.07 13.42 18.41 14.29
NATIONALISM 0.86 0.78 1.65 1.85 2.19 2.45 1.00 0.58 0.45 1.08 1.00 1.74 2.11 2.00 1.32 2.42 0.94 2.19 2.78 0.70 3.00 1.69 2.50 1.37 0.61 1.11 0.99 0.91 1.39
VEGANISM 14.55 10.27 7.30 10.50 10.21 9.25 12.75 9.86 15.16 8.68 11.35 9.82 9.82 14.84 13.53 9.23 8.12 13.06 13.33 10.91 8.12 11.23 6.70 8.52 14.00 10.37 16.44 13.64 11.43
BUDDHISM 3.18 3.38 1.62 3.55 3.33 2.26 2.08 1.53 1.13 2.61 1.43 2.63 3.33 3.87 2.94 1.98 1.88 3.33 4.17 2.45 1.31 6.92 1.90 1.67 3.00 2.19 1.51 2.50 2.39
FEMINISM 4.55 3.78 3.51 3.80 5.52 2.08 5.50 2.78 6.77 5.00 3.78 3.68 2.46 9.35 5.88 3.19 3.56 5.83 8.61 3.64 3.44 8.15 2.40 4.07 3.90 8.89 13.70 7.27 7.50
UNION 45.45 39.19 32.43 41.50 45.83 37.74 45.00 27.78 35.48 34.21 40.54 36.84 36.84 51.61 44.12 32.97 36.25 41.67 47.22 40.00 36.88 44.62 34.34 35.56 39.00 40.74 41.10 47.73 42.86

Table 4: Percentage of FB users (FFB) per EU country that have been assigned each of the 20 expert-verified sensitive
ad preferences listed in the table. The last row reports the aggregated FFB value for all 20 ad preferences per EU
country. The last column reports the aggregated FFB value across all 28 EU countries.

name AT BE BG HR CY CZ DK EE FI FR DE GR HU IE IT LV LT LU MT NL PL PT RO SK SI ES SE GB EU28
COMMUNISM 0.24 0.40 0.70 0.62 1.37 1.61 0.26 0.33 0.29 1.30 0.19 0.43 0.43 0.34 0.64 0.26 0.52 0.39 0.32 0.15 0.92 0.59 0.96 0.87 0.82 0.32 0.22 0.27 0.51
ISLAM 4.12 4.67 2.39 2.64 11.11 2.46 4.71 1.22 2.37 4.48 3.39 2.23 1.32 2.72 2.31 1.28 1.32 3.09 5.49 3.47 1.03 2.32 1.78 1.55 3.15 2.37 4.85 4.57 3.13
QURAN 1.71 2.20 0.56 0.48 3.67 0.23 1.33 0.36 0.66 2.24 1.45 0.62 0.43 0.88 0.96 0.47 0.28 1.13 1.53 1.59 0.19 0.39 0.39 0.28 0.97 0.56 2.02 2.44 1.35
SUICIDE PREVENTION 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.17 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.06 0.12 0.07 0.71 0.16 0.06 0.08 0.17 0.22 0.09 0.06 0.14 0.07 0.22 0.13 0.26 0.11 0.18 0.15
SOCIALISM 0.50 0.51 0.29 0.23 0.94 1.23 2.09 0.42 0.27 0.27 0.19 0.48 1.12 0.71 1.98 0.16 0.52 1.72 0.89 0.18 0.21 1.36 0.18 1.16 0.40 0.86 1.01 0.62 0.66
JUDAISM 1.26 0.76 0.45 0.34 1.88 0.36 1.52 0.55 0.35 0.72 0.62 0.69 0.67 0.82 1.29 0.82 1.01 0.74 2.52 0.65 0.50 1.07 0.71 0.46 0.36 0.67 0.47 0.64 0.72
HOMOSEXUALITY 3.09 3.61 1.54 3.12 3.59 2.75 3.49 2.13 2.91 4.19 2.54 2.70 2.44 5.87 4.29 2.14 1.78 3.09 6.18 4.00 1.50 2.81 1.93 2.21 3.68 4.74 3.64 5.79 3.71
ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE 2.52 1.94 4.35 2.88 4.61 2.08 2.79 2.28 2.37 1.64 1.45 3.82 2.44 6.29 3.47 1.84 1.43 3.43 6.18 2.35 0.95 5.04 1.98 1.46 2.42 3.23 2.83 4.11 2.34
CHRISTIANITY 5.37 4.85 3.23 3.60 7.95 1.89 10.47 1.22 2.37 3.14 2.90 3.54 5.40 7.12 7.10 1.48 2.12 4.46 15.56 3.35 2.64 7.85 5.07 2.39 2.23 5.81 3.43 5.03 4.49
ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION 0.09 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.06 0.34 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.14 0.15 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.17 0.08 0.24 0.04 0.05
ONCOLOGY 0.11 0.18 0.32 0.21 3.25 0.28 0.10 0.06 0.05 0.10 0.07 0.26 0.17 0.84 0.53 0.33 0.91 0.12 0.64 0.29 0.53 0.69 0.37 0.29 0.10 0.41 0.06 0.44 0.33
LGBT COMMUNITY 3.20 4.32 2.67 3.12 5.38 3.03 4.54 2.81 3.64 4.04 2.66 3.07 2.55 7.75 4.79 2.45 3.27 4.12 7.78 4.11 2.48 4.94 3.20 2.39 2.91 4.09 4.75 7.47 4.49
GENDER IDENTITY 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.72 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.30 0.04 0.15 0.04 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.12 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.37 0.05
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH 0.00 0.05 0.11 0.19 0.02 0.07 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.06 0.46 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.19 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.09 0.04
BIBLE 9.03 7.05 4.49 5.04 9.40 3.60 8.90 2.35 2.73 4.34 6.90 4.37 5.81 12.36 9.90 2.65 3.48 8.92 16.71 7.05 6.06 7.75 4.42 3.32 3.58 4.09 4.04 10.51 6.64
PREGNANCY 7.89 8.46 4.77 8.15 11.11 8.14 10.12 5.47 6.37 6.13 5.32 7.16 6.52 13.62 6.93 6.12 10.44 7.89 8.01 9.40 6.32 11.62 4.92 9.39 6.30 8.18 9.90 12.34 7.82
NATIONALISM 0.43 0.51 0.86 0.89 1.79 1.23 0.70 0.32 0.25 0.61 0.45 0.92 1.22 1.30 0.74 1.12 0.52 1.36 2.29 0.45 1.26 1.07 1.27 0.68 0.30 0.65 0.73 0.61 0.76
VEGANISM 7.32 6.70 3.79 5.04 8.38 4.64 8.90 5.39 8.55 4.93 5.08 5.21 5.70 9.64 7.59 4.28 4.53 8.06 10.99 7.05 3.43 7.07 3.40 4.24 6.78 6.03 12.12 9.14 6.25
BUDDHISM 1.60 2.20 0.84 1.70 2.73 1.14 1.45 0.84 0.64 1.48 0.64 1.40 1.94 2.51 1.65 0.92 1.04 2.06 3.43 1.59 0.55 4.36 0.96 0.83 1.45 1.27 1.11 1.68 1.31
FEMINISM 2.29 2.47 1.82 1.82 4.53 1.04 3.84 1.52 3.82 2.84 1.69 1.95 1.43 6.08 3.30 1.48 1.98 3.60 7.09 2.35 1.45 5.13 1.22 2.03 1.89 5.17 10.10 4.88 4.10
UNION 22.86 25.55 16.84 19.90 37.60 18.94 31.41 15.19 20.02 19.43 18.14 19.54 21.39 33.52 24.75 15.30 20.19 25.73 38.91 25.85 15.55 28.09 17.25 17.68 18.89 23.68 30.29 31.99 23.45

Table 5: Percentage of citizens (FC) per EU country that have been assigned each of the 20 expert-verified sensitive ad
preferences listed in the table. The last row reports the aggregated FC value for all 20 ad preferences per EU country.
The last column reports the aggregated FC value across all 28 EU countries.

To the best of our knowledge the conducted ad cam-
paigns were compliant with the Terms of service of Face-
book introduced in Section 3.3 and Appendix E.

8 Ethics and privacy risks associated with
sensitive personal data exploitation

The possibility of reaching users labeled with potentially
sensitive personal data enables the use of FB ads cam-
paigns to attack specific groups of people based on sensi-
tive personal data (race, sexual orientation, religious be-
liefs, etc.). Below, we illustrate two specific examples of
potential attacks.
Hate campaigns: An attacker could create hate speech
campaigns using sensitive ad preferences representative
of a specific sensitive social group within its target audi-
ence. For instance, a neo-Nazi organization could create
ads campaigns with offensive messages targeting people
interested in Judaism or Homosexuality. Hate speech
campaigns can reach thousands of users at a very low
cost (e.g., we reached more than 26K FB users spending
only e35 in FB ads campaigns).
Identification attack: An attacker can use FB to iden-
tify citizens belonging to a sensitive social group defined
by its religious belief, sexual orientation, political prefer-

ence, etc. To this end, an attacker just needs to replicate a
phishing-like attack [14]. The attacker would configure
a campaign targeting a sensitive audience (e.g., people
interested in homosexuality) using a fancy advertisement
that serves as bait to attract the targeted users to the at-
tacker’s webpage (e.g., the ad promises the user will win
an iPhone X if she clicks on the ad). If the user clicks
on the ad, she will be redirected to the attacker’s web-
page. Once there, the attacker can use different tech-
niques exploited in phishing attacks [14] persuading the
user to provide some personal data that would reveal her
identity. For instance, in the example of the iPhone X
giveaway, the landing page can show a message congrat-
ulating the user for winning the phone requesting that the
user provides personal data (name, address, phone num-
ber, etc.) for shipping purposes.

A recent study [13] ran experiments implementing
email-based phishing attacks in which 9% of the users
posted their credentials (username and password) to the
phishing site (i.e., attacker’s landing page). Using as a
reference this success rate for phishing attacks and the
results from the ad campaigns described in Section 7, we
can make a ball-park estimation of the cost of identify-
ing users tagged with expert-verified sensitive ad prefer-
ences. We spent e35 on our ad campaigns to reach 26K
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Figure 5: FFB (C,N) for values of N
ranging between 1 and 1000. The fig-
ure reports the min, average and max
FFB value across the 28 EU countries.
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Figure 6: Percentage of EU FB users
assigned at least one of the Top 500
(black) and 20-very sensitive (grey)
ad preferences in the following age
groups: 13-19, 20-39, 40-64, 65+.
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Figure 7: Percentage of EU FB users
assigned at least one of the Top 500
(black) and 20-very sensitive (grey)
ad preferences in the following gen-
der groups: Men, Women.

Figure 8: FB report from the 3 ad campaigns we ran tar-
geting users based on sensitive ad preferences.

users from which 2.34K (according to the 9% reference
success rate) may provide personal information on the at-
tacker’s webpage that could reveal their identity. Based
on this, identifying an arbitrary member of the group may
be as cheap ase0.015. Even if we consider a success rate
two orders of magnitude smaller (0.09%), the cost would
be e1.5 per user.

The estimated cost to reveal the identity of users
based on potentially sensitive personal data is rather
low considering the serious privacy risks users may
face. For instance, (i) in countries where homosexuality
is considered illegal or immoral governments or other
organizations could obtain the identity of people that
are likely homosexual (e.g., interested in homosexuality,
LGBT, etc.); (ii) neo-Nazi organizations could identify
people in specific regions (by targeting a town or even
a zip code) that are likely Jewish (e.g., interested in
Judaism, Shabbat, etc.); (iii) health insurance companies
could try to identify people that may have non-profitable
habits (e.g., interested in tobacco, fast food, etc.) or
health problems (e.g., food intolerance) to reject them
as clients or charge them more for health insurance.
Users may face the negative consequences of such
phishing-like attacks even if FB has wrongly labeled
them with some sensitive ad preference.

In summary, although Facebook does not allow third
parties to identify individual users directly, ad prefer-
ences can be used as a very powerful proxy to per-
form identification attacks18 based on potentially sensi-
tive personal data at a low cost. Note that we have simply
described this ad-based phishing attack but have not im-
plemented it due to the ethical implications.

9 FDVT extension to inform users about
their potentially sensitive ad preferences

The results reported in previous sections motivate a need
for solutions that make users aware of the use of sensi-
tive personal data for advertising purposes. To this end,
we have extended the FDVT browser extension to inform
users about the potentially sensitive ad preferences that
FB has assigned them: (i) we have built a classifier to
automatically tag ad preferences assigned to FDVT users
as sensitive or non-sensitive; (ii) we have modified the
FDVT back-end and front-end to incorporate this new
feature.

9.1 Automatic binary classifier for sensi-
tive ad preferences

We rely on the methodology described in Section 5 to
compute the semantic similarity between ad preferences
and sensitive personal data categories (i.e., politics, re-
ligion, health, ethnicity and sexual orientation). Recall
that each ad preference is assigned a semantic similarity
score that ranges between 0 (lowest) and 1 (highest). To
build an automatic binary classifier we have to define a
threshold so that ad preferences over (below) it are clas-
sified as sensitive (non-sensitive).

18The described attack can be implemented on any advertising plat-
form allowing advertisers to target users based on sensitive personal
data.
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Figure 9: AUC, precision, recall and F-score for the opti-
mal threshold to automatically classify an ad preference
as sensitive or non-sensitive. The figures shows the re-
sults obtained from 5000 iterations across different ran-
domly chosen training and validation data subsets.

To set this threshold, we use the automatically filtered
dataset from Section 5.1.2. It includes 4452 ad prefer-
ences, where 2092 were classified as sensitive from the
votes of 12 panelists (i.e., suspected sensitive subset).
We follow a standard training-testing model approach.
We randomly split our dataset in training and validation
subsets that include 80% and 20% of the samples, re-
spectively. The training subset is used to find the opti-
mal threshold. In turn, we use the validation subset to
assess the performance of the selected threshold. The
optimal threshold is selected as the one maximizing the
F-score for the training subset [24]. Moreover, we vali-
date the performance of the selected threshold computing
the precision, recall and F-score on the validation subset.
We performed 5000 iterations of this process, each using
different randomly chosen testing and validation subsets,
to prove the robustness of the proposed binary classifier.

Figure 9 presents boxplots showing the AUC, preci-
sion, recall and F-score for the optimal threshold across
the 5000 iterations. The optimal threshold remains quite
stable ranging between 0.68 and 0.69. Similarly, the
AUC derived from the ROC curve for our binary clas-
sifier presents a very stable result around 0.86, which is
associated with good performance according to standard
quality metrics [9][28].

The median precision of our binary classifier is 0.835
(min = 0.75, max = 0.90) and the median recall is 0.78
(min = 0.70, max = 0.86).

Even though the classifier may be imperfect, it still
may achieve the goal of increasing collective awareness
among FB users regarding the potential use of sensitive
personal data for advertising purposes.

Potentially sensitive interests in your profile:

 Preference Name Addition Deletion Description Status
Democracy 2017-06-12 -- You have this preference because you liked a Page related to Democracy. Active

Homosexuality 2017-09-25 -- You have this preference because you liked a Page related to Homosexuality. Active

Socialism 2017-09-28 -- You have this preference because you liked a Page related to Socialism. Active

Veganism 2017-11-18 -- You have this preference because you clicked a Page related to Veganism. Active

Bible 2017-12-23 -- This is a preference you added. Active

Pregnancy 2017-05-20 2017-07-10 You have this preference because you installed an app related to Pregnancy. Deleted

Quran 2017-05-20 2017-08-30 You have this preference because you liked a Page related to Quran. Deleted

Figure 10: Webpage displaying sensitive preferences.

9.2 System implementation
FDVT Backend: We computed the semantic similarity
score for all ad preferences stored in our database. For
ad preferences with a similarity score ≥ 0.69, we clas-
sify them as sensitive and add them to a blacklist.19 Each
time a FDVT user starts a session in FB we retrieve her
updated set of ad preferences and compare them with the
blacklist to obtain a list of ad preferences linked to po-
tentially sensitive personal data. We store the history of
potentially sensitive ad preferences assigned to the user
to notify her of those preferences that FB has removed.
Finally, every time a user is assigned a new ad prefer-
ence that is not already in our database, we compute its
semantic similarity score and include it in the blacklist if
the ad preference is classified as sensitive.
FDVT User Interface: We have introduced a new button
in the FDVT extension interface with the label ”Sensi-
tive FB Preferences”. When a user clicks on that button,
we display a web page listing the potentially sensitive
ad preferences included in the user’s ad preference set.
Figure 10 shows an example of this webpage. We pro-
vide the following information for each potentially sen-
sitive ad preference: (i) Ad preference name, (ii) Addi-
tion date, (iii) Deletion date (only for removed ad pref-
erences), (iv) Description, which indicates the reason
why FB has assigned that ad preference to the user, and
(v) Status, either active (highlighted in green) or deleted
(highlighted in red).

10 Related work

We focus on prior work that addresses issues associated
with sensitive personal data in online advertising, as well
as recent work that analyzes privacy and discrimination
issues related to FB advertising and ad preferences.

Carrascosa et al. [4] propose a new methodology to
quantify the portion of targeted ads received by Internet
users while they browse the web. They create bots, re-
ferred to as personas, with very specific interest profiles
(e.g., persona interested in cars) and measure how many
of the received ads actually match the specific interest
of the analyzed persona. They create personas based on
sensitive personal data (e.g., health) and demonstrate that

19The value of the optimal threshold may change over the time since
it will be recomputed periodically.
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they are also targeted with ads related to the sensitive in-
formation used to create the persona’s profile. Castellu-
cia et al.[5] show that an attacker that gets access (e.g.,
through a public WiFi network) to the Google ads re-
ceived by a user could create an interest profile that could
reveal up to 58% of the actual interests of the user. The
authors state that if some of the unveiled inserts are sen-
sitive, it could imply serious privacy risks for users.

Venkatadri et al. [26] and Speicher et al. [25] exposed
privacy and discrimination vulnerabilities related to FB
advertising. In [26], the authors demonstrate how an at-
tacker can use Facebook third-party tracking JavaScript
to retrieve personal data (e.g., mobile phone numbers) as-
sociated with users visiting the attacker’s website. More-
over, in [25] they demonstrate that sensitive FB ad pref-
erences can be used to apply negative discrimination in
advertising campaigns (e.g., excluding people based on
their race). The authors also show that some ad pref-
erences that initially may not seem sensitive could be
actually used to discriminate in advertising campaigns
(e.g., excluding people interested in Blacknews.com that
are potentially black people).

Finally, Andreou et al. [3] analyze whether the reasons
FB uses to explain why a user is targeted with an ad are
aligned with the actual audience the advertiser is target-
ing. To do this, they analyze the explanation that Face-
book includes in each delivered ad referred to as “Why
Am I Seeing this Ad”. This explanation describes the
target audience associated with the delivered ad. Out of
the analysis of 79 ads, they conclude that in many cases
the provided explanations are incomplete and sometimes
misleading. They also perform a qualitative analysis re-
lated to the ad preferences assigned to FB users based on
a small dataset including 9K ad preferences distributed
across 35 users. They conclude that the reasons why ad
preferences are assigned are vague.

In summary, the existing literature suggests that the
online advertising ecosystem (beyond Facebook) ex-
ploits sensitive personal information for commercial pur-
poses. In addition, previous work highlights several pri-
vacy, discrimination and transparency issues associated
with FB ad preferences. Our work complements this
body of literature quantifying the number of users in FB
that may be exposed to the commercial exploitation of
their sensitive personal data.

11 IRB and FDVT users’ consent

The Ethics committee of the authors’ institution has pro-
vided IRB approval to conduct the implementation of the
FDVT and the research activities derived from it.

To comply with the most rigorous ethics and legal
standards, during the installation process of the FDVT,

a user has to: (i) read and accept the Terms of use20 and
privacy policy,21 and (ii) grant explicit permission to use
the information stored (in an anonymous manner) for re-
search purposes.

Finally, it is also worth noting that we did not gather
any information (neither personal nor non-personal)
from those users who clicked on the ads we used in the
FB advertising campaigns described in Section 7.

12 Conclusion

Our findings suggest that Facebook commercially ex-
ploited potentially sensitive personal data for advertising
purposes through the ad preferences that it assigns to its
users. Facebook has already been fined in Spain for this
practice. The GDPR became enforceable on May 25,
2018. We studied the potentially sensitive personal data
that FB assigned to EU users in the period prior to this
date. The results reveal that the portion of affected EU
FB users is as high as 73% (40% of EU citizens). We
illustrate how FB users that have been assigned sensitive
ad preferences could face risks, like low-cost targeted at-
tacks seeking to identify such users. The results of our
paper urge a quick reaction from Facebook to eliminate
all ad preferences that can be used to infer the politi-
cal orientation, sexual orientation, health conditions, re-
ligious beliefs or ethnic origin of a user for two reasons:
(i) this may avoid Facebook running afoul of Article 9 of
the GDPR, and (ii) it may protect users from threats that
exploit this sensitive data.
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Appendix

A GDPR exceptions for processing sensi-
tive personal data

Below we list the exceptions included in GDPR Article
9 that allow processing sensitive information. In the ex-
ceptions text, the term data subject refers to users in the
context of FB and the term data controller refers to FB
itself. To the best of our knowledge none of the GDPR
exemptions for processing sensitive personal data would
apply to FB sensitive ad preferences.

(a) “the data subject has given explicit consent to the
processing of those personal data for one or more speci-
fied purposes, except where Union or Member State law
provide that the prohibition referred to in paragraph 1
may not be lifted by the data subject”.

(b) “processing is necessary for the purposes of car-
rying out the obligations and exercising specific rights of
the controller or of the data subject in the field of em-
ployment and social security and social protection law
in so far as it is authorised by Union or Member State
law or a collective agreement pursuant to Member State
law providing for appropriate safeguards for the funda-
mental rights and the interests of the data subject”.

(c) “processing is necessary to protect the vital in-
terests of the data subject or of another natural person
where the data subject is physically or legally incapable
of giving consent”.

(d) “processing is carried out in the course of its legit-
imate activities with appropriate safeguards by a foun-
dation, association or any other not-for-profit body with
a political, philosophical, religious or trade union aim
and on condition that the processing relates solely to the
members or to former members of the body or to per-
sons who have regular contact with it in connection with
its purposes and that the personal data are not disclosed
outside that body without the consent of the data sub-
ject”.

(e) “processing relates to personal data which are
manifestly made public by the data subject”.

(f) “processing is necessary for the establishment, ex-
ercise or defense of legal claims or whenever courts are
acting in their judicial capacity”.

(g) “processing is necessary for reasons of substantial
public interest, on the basis of Union or Member State
law which shall be proportionate to the aim pursued, re-
spect the essence of the right to data protection and pro-
vide for suitable and specific measures to safeguard the
fundamental rights and the interests of the data subject”.

(h) “processing is necessary for the purposes of pre-
ventive or occupational medicine, for the assessment of
the working capacity of the employee, medical diagno-
sis, the provision of health or social care or treatment or

the management of health or social care systems and ser-
vices on the basis of Union or Member State law or pur-
suant to contract with a health professional and subject
to the conditions and safeguards referred to in paragraph
3”.22

(i) “processing is necessary for reasons of public in-
terest in the area of public health, such as protecting
against serious cross-border threats to health or ensur-
ing high standards of quality and safety of healthcare and
of medicinal products or medical devices, on the basis
of Union or Member State law which provides for suit-
able and specific measures to safeguard the rights and
freedoms of the data subject, in particular professional
secrecy”.

(j) “processing is necessary for archiving purposes in
the public interest, scientific or historical research pur-
poses or statistical purposes in accordance with Arti-
cle 89(1) based on Union or Member State law which
shall be proportionate to the aim pursued, respect the
essence of the right to data protection and provide for
suitable and specific measures to safeguard the funda-
mental rights and the interests of the data subject”.

B Spanish DPA resolution related to FB
fine

In this appendix, we list the main elements included in
the Spanish DPA resolution associated with the e1.2M
fine imposed on FB for violating the Spanish data pro-
tection regulation.

- The Agency notes that the social network collects,
stores and uses data, including specially protected
data, for advertising purposes without obtaining
consent.

- The data on ideology, sex, religious beliefs, per-
sonal preferences or browsing activity are collected
directly, through interaction with their services or
from third party pages without clearly informing the
user about how and for what purpose will use those
data.

- Facebook does not obtain unambiguous, specific
and informed consent from users to process their
data since the information it offers is not adequate

- Users’ personal data are not totally canceled when
they are no longer useful for the purpose for which
they were collected, nor when the user explicitly re-
quests their removal.

22Paragraph 3 can be found in [8]
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- The Agency declares the existence of two serious
and one very serious infringements of the Data Pro-
tection Law and imposes on Facebook a total sanc-
tion of 1,200,000 euros.

- The AEPD is part of a Contact Group together with
the Authorities of Belgium, France, Hamburg (Ger-
many) and the Netherlands, that also initiated their
respective investigation procedures to the company.

C Facebook terms of service and advertis-
ing policy

FB users agree to the Facebook Terms of Service23 when
opening a FB account. This is the entry document where
users are informed what FB is doing with their personal
data. However, in order to better understand the details
regarding FB data management users are redirected
to another document referred to as Data Policy.24 We
found three sections very relevant for our research in the
Terms of Service document:

Section 16. Special Provisions Applicable to Users
Outside the United States. This section includes the
following clause “You consent to have your personal
data transferred to and processed in the United States.”
While this grants FB sufficient permission to process
and store personal data, the GDPR and prior data
protection regulations in some EU countries establish a
clear difference between personal data and “specially
protected” or “sensitive” personal data. To the best of
our knowledge, FB does not obtain explicit permission
specifically to process and store sensitive personal data.

Section 9. About Advertisements and Other Com-
mercial Content Served or Enhanced by Facebook.
In this section, users are informed that FB can use the
user information, name, picture, etc. for advertising and
commercial purposes.

Section 10. Special Provisions Applicable to Adver-
tisers . Advertisers are forwarded to two more docu-
ments: Self-Serve Ad Terms25 (not very relevant for our
research) and Advertising Policies.26 The latter docu-
ment includes 13 sections from which Section 4.1227

23https://www.facebook.com/terms.php (accessed December
19, 2017)

24https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/ (accessed De-
cember 19, 2017)

25https://www.facebook.com/legal/self_service_ads_
terms (accessed December 19, 2017)

26https://www.facebook.com/policies/ads/ (accessed De-
cember 19, 2017)

27https://www.facebook.com/policies/ads/prohibited_
content/personal_attributes (accessed December 19, 2017)

(4-Prohibited Content; 12- Personal attributes) is very
relevant for our paper. Section 4.12 states: “Ads must
not contain content that asserts or implies personal at-
tributes. This includes direct or indirect assertions or
implications about a person’s race, ethnic origin, reli-
gion, beliefs, age, sexual orientation or practices, gender
identity, disability, medical condition (including physi-
cal or mental health), financial status, membership in a
trade union, criminal record, or name.”. Examples of
what content is allowed and what content is prohibited
are provided in the Advertising Policies.

D Spacy

Spacy is a free open source package for advance NLP
operations. Spacy offers multiple NLP features such
as information extraction, natural language understand-
ing, deep learning for text, semantic similarity analysis,
etc., which are accomplished through different prede-
fined models. To conduct our analysis, we leverage the
“similarity” feature of Spacy that allows comparing two
words or short text providing a semantic similarity value
ranging between 0 (lowest) and 1 (highest). This feature
computes similarity using the so-called Glove (Global
vectors for word representation) method [23]. Gloves
are multi-dimensional meaning representations of words
computed using word2vec [17][18][19].

Spacy word vectors are trained using a large cor-
pus of text incorporating a rich vocabulary. In addi-
tion, Spacy also takes into account context to define
the representation of a word, which allows Spacy to
better identify its meaning considering the surrounding
words. Spacy offers different models to optimize the
semantic similarity computation. We have chosen the
model en_core_web_md28 because it optimizes the simi-
larity analysis between words and short sentences, which
matches the nature of ad preferences names. The cho-
sen model is an English multi-task Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) trained on OntoNotes [27] with GloVe
vectors that are in turn trained on Common Crawl.29

Common Crawl is an open source repository for crawl-
ing data. The model uses word vectors, context-specific
token vectors, POS (part-of-speech) tags, dependency
parse and named entities.

E Ad campaigns compliance with Face-
book terms of service

Figures 11 and 12 show the two ads we used in our cam-
paigns. These ads refer to our FDVT browser extension

28https://spacy.io/models/en#en_core_web_md
29http://commoncrawl.org/
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Figure 11: FDVT ad 1 Figure 12: FDVT ad 2

and thus they do not include content that asserts or im-
plies personal attributes. Indeed, the landing page where
users were redirected in case they clicked on any of these
ads is the webpage of the FDVT project.30

In the experiments, we did not record any information
from those users clicking the ads and visiting our landing
page. The only information we use in this paper is that
provided by FB through the reports it offers to advertisers
related to their ad campaigns.

30https://www.fdvt.org/
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